This paper investigate the possibility of inheriting the properties of the ring to the trivial extension ring ( , ) and present the relationship between the trivial extension and many types of rings. The concepts of 2-primal, reversible, central reversible, semicommutative, nil-semicommutative, Armendariz and central Armendariz rings are studied with trivial extension and some characterizations of -Armendariz and central Armendariz rings are given.
A ring that satisfies implies for each , is called semicommutative if. Clearly every reduced ring is reversible and every reversible ring is semicommutative but the converse is not true in general [4] . The set of all nilpotent elements in , the set of all nilpotent polynomials in [ ] and the intersection of all prime ideal are denoted by ( [ ] and , respectively). Due to Birkenmeier et al. [5] , a ring is said to be -primal if . Every semicommutative ring isprimal , Semicommutative rings also studied under the name zero insertive by Habeb [6] . Many of authors have been written on ARM property [7] and [8] . A ring is said to be -Armendariz ( -ARM, for short) if for any two polynomials ∑ and
[ ] , then for each , [9] .
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Each ARM ( -primal) ring is -ARM, but the converse may not true [9] . Recall that a ring is said to be weak Armendariz (WARM, for short) if whenever ∑ and ∑ [ ] satisfy then for each , [10] . It is easy to see that every ARM ring is WARM, but the convers is not true in general.
This further encourages to the study of nilpotent elements, which is a generalization of ARM rings which have been studied in [10] . The ARM feature of a ring was generalized to one of skew polynomial as in [11] and [12] . Let be an endomorphism for a ring . The ring that produced by giving the polynomial ring over with the multiplication , for all is called skew polynomial ring [ ] of . Some properties of skew polynomial rings have been studied in [13] and [14] . As a generalization of the notion of ARM rings, the concepts of -Armendariz( ARM, for short ) rings and -skew Armendariz ( SARM, for short) are introduced in [11] and [12] The main idea is to set may be ( ) in a commutative ring = = (if is commutative) so that the structure of as anmodule is essentially the same as that of as anmodule, that is, as an ideal of [17] , and [18] . The advantage of the trivial extension is: (a) Transfer results relating to modules to the ideal case including the -module , (b) Extending results from rings to modules, (c) It is easier to find counterexamples of rings especially those with zero divisors.
Generally, this paper studied and explained the relationship between some types of rings and some related concepts with trivial extension ring . [7] studied trivial extension rings of ARM rings. In 2006, Liu and Zhao show that trivial extension of WARM ring is also WARM [10] . The property of -ARM has been studied in [12] . Also the trivial extension of central reduced rings has been discussed in [19] . The -regular rings fact of trivial extension has recently been explained in more details by Abduldaim in [20] .
It is worth to mention that many suggestions could be put to the study trivial extensions of some new generalizations like -skew -McCoy rings [21] . Moreover, the trivial extension rings can be employed in the field of cryptography as in [22] and [23] .
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to recall previous known definitions and information about the trivial extension. In section 3, the paper presents the relationship between the trivial extension rings and some kind of rings. Several examples are given to clarify the ideas used within the section.
Preliminaries
In this section we survey known results concerning . The theme throughout is how properties of = = are related to those of and ( [17] , [18] (2) is symmetric (3) is reversible (4) is semicommutative (5) is nil-semicommutative (6) is 2-primal Recall that if every nilpotent element of is central, then a ring is called central reduced [19] . The following proposition explain the relationship between 2-primal and ARM rings on the one hand with trivial extension on the other. Proposition 3.6 Let be a semiprime ring, then is 2-primal ring iff = ( , ) is ARM ring. Proof Firstly, assume that is 2 -primal ring. By Proposition 2.1 and since is semiprime, then is reduced ring and so by [ In a manner comparable to the proof of Proposition 3.8, the next corollaries can be obtained. Corollary 3.9 Let be a von Neumann regular ring, then is symmetric iff = ( , ) is ARM ring. Corollary 3.10 Let be a semiprime ring, then is reversible iff = ( , ) is ARM ring. Corollary 3.11 Let be a von Neumann regular ring , is reversible iff = ( , ) is ARM ring.
Corollary 3.12
Let be a semiprime ring, then is semicommutative iff = ( , ) is ARM ring. Corollary 3.13 Let be a von Neumann regular ring, then is semicommutative iff = ( , ) is ARM ring. Corollary 3.14 Let be a semiprime ring, then is nil -semi commutative iff ( , ) is ARM ring. Corollary 3.15 Let be a Von Neumann regular ring, then is nil -semicommutative iff ( , ) is ARM ring.
The next proposition illustrates the relationship between reduced -ARM and WARM ring with trivial extension. Proposition 3.16 Let be a reduced -ARM, then = ( , ) is WARM ring. Proof Suppose that is reduced -ARM, we have to prove that = ( , ) is WARM. Let = ∑ ( ) and Hence, by hypothesis we get the required result.
